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The minimum feature size and spatial resolution are key factors for ultrafast laser structuring, defining the resulting function of the structured material. With the aim to improve the processing resolution achievable for non-diffractive beams, we analyze in volume the hydrodynamic and thermomechanical material responses during laser structuring defining the affected zone. The extent of laser induced cavitation on a 100 nm scale, accompanied by local annealing and internal fracture under stress on μm scale are revealed using a combination ion beam milling, chemical etching and electron microscopy. Melting and mechanical stress acting at different planes are proved to be primary factors for restricting the structuring resolution to a critical distance where cooperative effects appear. Their extent is controllable via the local intensity and, hence, the pulse duration. A parametric control on the accumulated energy density limiting the thermomechanical action range and maximizing resolution is then reported.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ultrafast laser processing is nowadays a flexible, non-contact and precise structuring technology for a range of applications in micro and nanotechnologies. Its accuracy sparked a great deal of interest for rapid development of structured materials and functions resulting from small feature sizes and their spatial order. With a capability to reach intensities in the TW/cm² range at the focal point and to trigger extremely localized nonlinear absorption, ultrafast laser processing has a unique 3D spatial selectivity when applied to transparent materials, and appears especially suitable for creating functional optical design and 3D integrated photonics devices [1-6].

In this context, the minimum feature size and the spatial resolution are key factors for ultrafast laser structuring and have a paramount influence on the function that results from the structured material. The minimum feature size is seen here as direct consequence of far-field laser irradiation and the spatial resolution as the critical distance between two structural features without presenting inter-correlation effects. Minimal feature sizes are equally involved in laser-triggered self-organization effects where evanescent near-field light patterns become the driving mechanisms [7]. With respect to minimum feature size, current strategies rely heavily on optical beam engineering to drive the light confinement and the material transformation to the smallest feature size. For instance, relying on threshold effects on Gaussian beam profiles for surface processing, on combining far and near-field effects, or on light-driven self-organization processes [8-12], direct nano-scratching and nano-peeling with feature size in tens of nanometer on target surface were demonstrated. In the bulk as well, self-organization can achieve periodic nanostructures with extreme sizes in the tens of nm range [13]. Achieving similar scales in direct focusing is of interest for enhancing the flexibility of laser treatment. The question of resolution limits is relevant and it intricates light and material reactions. If in ablative ranges on surfaces the minimal size is determined solely by the distribution of input energy [12], a direct nanoscale structuring process in the volume is more complex due to a range of nonlinear physical processes impeding or enhancing the strong localization of light and the strength of the energy gradients. Present scenarios of volume extreme structuring couple nonlinear propagation and thermomechanical evolution, and involve stress-induced cavitation to define minimal achievable sizes [14]. They impact both the minimal feature size and the minimal distance between structures that avoids cross-talk.

This complexifies in consequence the corresponding application of laser pulses in 3D nanostructuring and requires an accurate control of the beam spatial and temporal character during propagation. The proposed solution consists in utilizing a threshold effect for laser-induced microexplosion which occurs under nonequilibrium condition driven by tight laser confinement [15-17]. The achievable energy concentration profiles can be defined using
pulse duration and focusing strength as control knobs. Such an irradiation leads to the creation of nanoscale voids space-selectively inside transparent materials [18], where the nanoscale originates from material expansion under energy gradients provided by light. This technique was recently extrapolated to nondiffractive beams capable of enabling favorable geometries for microexplosions and material cavitation in quasi one-dimensional geometries [19-21], providing feature sizes in the 100 nm range. Overall, with the strong 3D spatial selectivity and potential subwavelength-scale processing capability, such strategy demonstrates significant potential in fabricating size-dependent functions and 3D integrated devices, attracting a particular attention in the recent years [22-25]. High-performance waveguide Bragg gratings [26, 27] and spectro-interferometers [28] based on selective insertion of nanovoids were successfully demonstrated. Nevertheless, different from the performance achieved in shrinking minimum feature size below the 100 nm range, a tenth of the incident wavelength, the resolution limits achievable by this irradiation strategy are not clearly evaluated. The minimum distance between adjacent voids achieved in experiments, free of mutual interferences, remains in the laser-wavelength range. To handle this issue, i.e. to improve the processing spatial resolution, intensive research on ultrafast laser inducing void seems therefore necessary.

Considering that void formation and the characteristic scales rely on the material response to laser excitation, in this work we determine the action range of irradiation. We focus on the morphology characterization of the laser irradiated region in different propagation planes, aiming to obtain information about hydrodynamic and thermodynamic material evolution, their relaxation geometry, and their particular field of action. Then, we identify key factors which restrict the spatial resolution of ultrafast laser structuring and we propose solutions to improve the accuracy. An ultrafast Bessel beam with controllability in geometry and dispersion is used to provide the confined optical field, steering the material reaction in the experiment.

2. EXPERIMENT

A. Ultrafast Bessel beam structuring

An ultrafast Bessel beam in a single-shot exposure mode is used to selectively induce high-aspect-ratio nanovoids gradually penetrating the upper surface of a fused silica (Corning 7980-5F) sample as depicted in Fig. 1(a). The laser source used in the experiment is a Yb:KGW ultrafast laser system (Pharos, Light Conversion) which launches laser pulses with duration tunable in the 290fs-10ps range at a central wavelength of 1030 nm. An axicon lens with a base angle of 1° is used to convert the incoming Gaussian beam into a zeroth order Bessel beam. A 4f system is used to further demagnify and deliver the Bessel beam onto the silica target. The final Bessel beam after imaging 4f system has a half-cone angle of 19.5° in air (13.4° inside silica). The full width at half-maximum of the final Bessel core is calculated to be about 1.11 μm, while the nondiffractive length in air is about 300 μm (460 μm inside silica). The depth of the Bessel beam immersed inside silica, which has determinant influence on the aspect ratio of the nanovoid, is controlled precisely by using a high-precision air-bearing stage (Aerotech ANT 130).

B. Characterization of laser modification

The sample surface structured by the ultrafast Bessel beam is characterized using a scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Helios G4 CX) as shown in Fig. 1(b), aiming to get the characteristics of material reactions on the sample interface. Then the structured sample is milled with using an ion beam source (Leica EM RES102). To suppress the potential additional changes to material surface, the sample is kept at a reduced temperature of tens of degrees Celsius and rotating during milling process, meanwhile, the ion beam is set at a grazing incidence angles (5°) with low average current (2.7 mA), making sure the sample surface skin layer with a thickness of about 5 μm was removed gently. Therefore, such milling process is more like a gentle surface polishing the influences to the surface micro-structure could be neglected. The laser structured surface after milling process is characterized by scanning electron microscopy, as shown in Fig. 1(c), aiming to get the characteristics of material reactions beneath sample surface. For obtaining a cartography of the material modification range beneath surface, the milled sample is further etched in 5% aqueous solution of hydrofluoric acid for 30 s, and characterized using the scanning electron microscope, as shown in Fig. 1(d). Since fused silica has a poor electrical conductivity, an ion sputter device (Hitachi MC1000) is used to deposit a thin platinum coating on the sample surface to avoid charge build-up during etched morphology characterization. Here it is to be noted that, to avoid the influence of platinum coating on acid etching, the sample is milled again with using the ion beam before etching process.

![Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of ultrafast Bessel beam irradiation inducing high-aspect-ratio nanovoids penetrating the silica upper surface and the corresponding characterization strategy. (a) section diagram of material reactions within the laser irradiated region, (b) silica surface structured by 1.5 ps ultrafast Bessel pulse with a peak intensity of 1.27×10¹³ W/cm² on the upper surface, (c) morphology of nanovoids beneath silica surface (obtained after ion beam milling), (d) morphology of nanovoids beneath silica surface and adjacent regions after acid etching.](image_url)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Material reaction trajectory during laser structuring

The demagnified ultrafast Bessel beam with a pulse energy of 13 μJ and pulse duration of 1.5 ps is delivered onto the fused silica. By precisely controlling the focus position, about one-third of the nondiffractive length (92 μm) is immersed inside the silica. The peak intensity (I) is evaluated at 1.27×10¹³ W/cm² on the silica upper surface. Since the surface ablation threshold of fused silica is measured to be about 2.4×10¹³ W/cm² (for 1.5 ps irradiation), only the central core of the Bessel beam with a higher peak-intensity can trigger the material exaltation and structural modification, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), with the low intensity surrounding rings...
leaving no visible trace. Considering that intense energy deposition also proceeds inside the sample along the central lobe formed by conical interference of the incoming fields, strong thermodynamic and hydrodynamic behaviors will emerge triggering the volumetric opening of the void and diffusing in the neighbouring regions [29]. The formation of an energy deposition channel in the bulk that relaxes laterally determines the generation of a void in a narrow region that seems decorrelated from the incident wavelength. The current scenarios indicate as mechanisms pressure or stress-triggered micro explosion and cavitation in either solid or soft phases [15, 20, 30] with a radial relaxation geometry. A mechanical material rupture defines the characteristic nm-range.

The typical appearance of the region depends on the light penetration depth and several planes are analyzed below. On the surface (Fig. 1(b)), as seen by SEM, a standard ablation process overlaps to the bulk void initiation, and the surface through opening delivers an auxiliary pressure relief path pushing away an incipient liquid phase. The presence of liquid in a µ m range encompasses the void opening.

The corresponding SEM image of the laser modified region in the subsurface region after ion beam milling process, as shown in Fig. 1(c), reflects a different reaction scenario of material evolution beneath the surface. According to the difference in the morphological characteristics, the laser modified region is divided here into three zones along the radial direction, indicated by dotted lines circles. The zone 1, as circled by red line, corresponds to the nanovoid induced in the center of laser irradiated region. The diameter of nanovoid is measured to be about 290 nm which is consistent with the calculated value by employing energy conservation law [20], and is much smaller than that observed on the silica surface. The zone 2, as circled between the red line and the blue line, corresponds to the laser excitation region, and has a size close to the Bessel core. Normally, the materials in this region would experience the exposure to photons, local energy absorption, and, in addition, eventual thermomechanical evolutions originated from the void-resulting source. However, no apparent crack is found within this zone. The zone 3, as circled between the blue line and the purple line, locates outside the laser irradiated region, and has a lateral size of more than 2 µ m. In contrast to that in zone 2, apparent nanocracks in radial direction were formed in this zone. The existence of nanocracks in zone 3 reflects therefore two points. First, the laser induced mechanical stress inside silica exceeds indeed the critical mechanical strength; while, second, the materials within zone 3 keeps in the solid phase during and after fracture formation. In addition, with respect to the observation that no crack exists in zone 2, this appear to act as a buffer and we believe that laser-induced local melting or at least the rapid onset low-viscosity state should be the main reason. Hence the zone 2 exhibits an annealing region protecting the laser structuring region from mechanical load and failure.

Based on the above observations, aiming to give a description of the stress scenario during laser structuring, the formalism described in Beuton et al. [31] is adopted. The intense energy deposition within the laser excitation region would induce a local high temperature and pressure, triggering the emission of pressure waves, thermal diffusion, dilatation and radial stress. Due to the positive Poisson coefficient of fused silica (e.g. a radial pull being accompanied by a transverse opposite constraint), a shear stress will therefore emerge accompanying the radial propagation of compressive and tensile stresses. Considering the weak resistance of the material to shear stress this results in the radial fracture of the rigid materials within the outer region (zone 3). The development of the central cavitation is also initiated during this process. Owing to the influence of the thermal effects, the rigid material within the laser excitation region turns to be in a low-viscosity state, the radial cracks therefore could not exist within the ring-shape annealing region which surrounds the central void.

The milled sample is further etched with using the HF acid, and the morphology is characterized by SEM as shown in Fig. 1(d). Since the etching rate enhances at the defective region, the profile of laser excitation region, i.e. zone 2, emerges through the morphology contrast. A sharp boundary between zone 2 and zone 3 is highlighted. There is still no crack in zone 2, which confirms that the stress-induced fracture did not happen in the annealing zone 2, or at least be erased during the hydrodynamic process. In contrast, lots of hidden cracks with an outward radiation shape emerge in non-excitation region, i.e. zone 3, outlining in morphology the stress effect region during laser structuring. With using the criterion as discussed the S. Reyne's work [32], the stress for inducing cracks is calculated to be in the few GPa range. Considering the zone 2 and zone 3 have a size much larger than that of the central nanovoid, the laser-induced local annealing and stress would play as main critical factors restricting the structuring resolution.

B. The achievable structuring resolution

In order to analyze the influences of local modifications on the structuring resolution achievable with a Bessel beam, several series of nanovoids with different separation distances are produced using the 1.5 ps ultrafast Bessel beam with the parameters discussed above. The diagram is shown in Fig. 2(a). The peak intensity of the irradiation on silica upper surface is fixed at about 1.1×10¹³ W/cm².

The morphology of the initial silica surface after laser structuring is characterized by the SEM as shown in Fig. 2(b-d). The surface aspect of the impact points is characterized by a strong hydrodynamic activity with the expulsion of liquid in a region of around 1 µ m radius. This region has also experienced low intensity irradiation from the higher order lobes at 1.7 µ m and 3.3 µ m. As for the traces of surface modifications, it can be seen that strong mutual effects between adjacent splashed liquid domains start to emerge at a separation distance of 1.5 µ m. Considering the distance value is larger than the diameter of laser excitation region (about 1.3 µ m on surface) capable of delivering an ablation effect, this mutual effect can be attributed to several factors: (a) the deposition on the surface of liquid traces, (b) possible changes in the absorption properties due to the standard incubation effects and (c) the residual stress constraints and superposition of mechanical effects. When the separation distance is further decreased to be about 0.75 µ m, the independent features of the laser-induced nanovoid completely disappear; exhibiting the influences of the local melting, liquid production, and stress under the circumstance of overlapping-shots. For determining the upper range of the mutual influence on the silica surface, the separation distance is further increased to be about 2.2 µ m. At this condition, the mutual effects between adjacent nanovoids disappear. This means the influence range of these threshold-reducing effect is below 2.2 µ m, suggesting a minimum action range of 1.1 µ m consistent with the kinetic evolution of the liquid.
stress mechanical load creates mutual reinforcements between the stress range compared to characterization acid etching distance is maintained process the voids well preserved distance the crack orientation suggest 2(e) images correspond to surface separation distances after chemical treatment. separation distances different. For series of nanovoid separation distances after chemical treatment. nanovoids with different separation distance of 0.75 μm, the phenomenon is higher than 1.5 μm, even though some cracks have corresponding images correspond to surface impacts for different surface impacts for different surface impacts for different zone 2, the ring-like region surrounding the void, and residual-mechanical stress zone 3 effected region decrease with the decrease of peak intensity, as observed in Fig. 3(b-d). This dependence is conceivable from energy conservation considerations. The void volume is defined by the condition that the energy density overcomes the cohesion threshold. This implies a dependence on the volume energy density value within the modified region and on the gradients, therefore the shape. The minimum diameter of nanovoids is characterized to be in the 100 nm range, much smaller that the spot waist, and its volume will be dictated by the energy density value. Given the one-dimensional geometry with the length fixed in space by the non-diffractive distance, the dependence should then follow a quasi square-root dependence with the energy, hence, here with intensity. The local annealing region could nonetheless be determined by the energy deposition given by the spatial distribution of intensity (and therefore scaling approximately with its logarithm for a distribution that can be approximated for the region above the threshold by a Gaussian shape). The stress induced cracks beneath the surface seem always to exist around the voids, evidence of the stress, and the minimum outer diameter of the corresponding region is in the micron order. A similar criterion requiring to bypass the material strength can be applied, notwithstanding that bulk peak intensity and thus energy densities can depart from the value reported at the surface. Taken into account these dependencies we will try to fit the results as a function of the equivalent peak intensity in vacuum, which represents in this case a measure of local energy density.

The peak intensity is calculated by the formula \( I(r, z) = BrPw\sin^2\theta/(\lambda w^2)\exp[-2(z\tan\theta/w)^2]\int_0^\theta k\sin\theta \) as used in reference [19], neglecting eventual nonlinearities in propagation, self-focusing and other factors. This is justified to a certain extent by rather tight focusing conditions, where the high convergence angle overcoming diffraction and scattering effects. From the Fig. 3(b) and (d), it can be seen that the dependencies of the diameters of the void and the residual-mechanical stress effected region on peak intensity can be well fitted by \( d_c = \beta I^{1/2} \) In addition, the dependence of the diameter of the local annealing region on peak intensity is well fitted by \( d = \alpha \ln(I) \), as shown in Fig. 3(c) in this intensity range, reduced nevertheless to infer a more exact dependency.
Fig. 3. (a) Nanovoids induced by 1.5 ps ultrafast Bessel beam with different pulse energies and thus intensities, (b) the dependences of the outer diameter of nanovoids measured after milling process on the peak intensity, (c) the dependences of the outer diameter of local annealing region measured after milling and etching process, (d) the dependences of the outer diameter of shock-stress effected region measured after milling and etching process on the peak intensity.

D. Dependence of the local affected zones on pulse duration

The influences of pulse duration on the material responses, including cavitation, the extent of local annealing and the stress-induced fracture, are investigated in this section. The pulse duration is seen here as a control factor for the nonlinear propagation and a possibility therefore to maximize the nonlinear excitation confinement in the bulk. It equally influences the energy absorption in the neighboring regions. The pulse energy in this section is kept at a fixed value of about 13 uJ for different pulse duration. As for 0.2 ps laser irradiation, the corresponding maximum intensity on the silica upper surface is about $9.53 \times 10^{13}$ W/cm$^2$. For different pulse durations the SEM images, as shown in Fig. 4, present the morphology of the laser modified regions before and after ion beam milling, and then, to enhance the visibility of the material response, after HF acid etching.

With respect to the characterization results of the initial silica surface after laser structuring, it can be seen that intense surface ablation accompanying material ejection in the liquid phase took place for 0.2 ps ultrafast laser irradiation. When the pulse duration is gradually increased, the phenomenon of material ejection is apparently reduced (Fig. 4(a)), indicating potentially a lower pressure acting on the liquid, as well as a lower yield of surface excitation as the surface intensity drops. After the ion beam milling process, i.e. remove the ablated surface layer, the voids in hundreds-nanometer lateral size are exposed. The excitation yield shows a different dynamics (Fig. 4(b)). The diameter of the void increases around 1.5 ps suggesting a strong mechanical drive for growing the void, signaling an increase in the deposited energy density. The diameter decreases again for higher pulse durations as the excitation intensity and thus the deposited energy density goes down. The remarkable outcome appears also in the analyses of the cracks. For the 0.2 ps and 9.0 ps laser structuring, it seems that there is no crack formation locating outside the voids. The images of the sample after the acid etching process further conform this point (Fig. 4(c)). With respect to the 1.5 ps, 3.5 ps and 6.0 ps laser structuring conditions, there are apparent nanocracks induced outside the local annealing region, which indicates that the material under this irradiation condition experienced a strong radial expansion under the drive of heat and stress evolution. This equally confirms that, opposite to surface phenomena of liquid ejection, for bulk evolution the volume energy density does not follow the surface intensity trend, being set by a balance of diffraction and carrier-induced scattering and achieving a maximum for intermediate pulse lengths in the 1-2 ps range [31].
In order to perform a careful analysis, the results of Bessel beam structuring as a function of pulse duration are represented in Fig. 5. Guiding eye exponential functions are utilized to fit the experimental data. Fig. 5(a) exhibits the relationship between the void diameter (measured after milling process) and pulse duration. Between 0.2 ps to 1.5 ps, the void diameter increases with the increase of pulse duration for constant energy. This indicates an increase of the energy density within the Bessel channel, making an intermediate pulse value more favorable for inducing voids compared to the shortest pulse value. However, when the pulse duration is further increased to be above 1.5 ps, the void diameter decreases monotonically. The similar phenomenon was also found in previous works using the 800 nm ultrafast laser [29] and explained with a nonlinear beam propagation controlled by laser-induced plasma defocusing scattering the light away from the propagation axis. The loss effect, stronger for short pulse durations results in a lower energy density and thus in a narrower resulting void. The extent of the liquid flow on the surface (Fig 4(a)) would mean in this context that its origin lays more in a surface ablation process generating also melt rather than ejection of liquid from the underneath crater which should reflect the energy content. In this case the intensity on surface caused by the short pulse Bessel beam well above the surface threshold will cause a more explosive process.

Figure 5(b) presents the relationship between the annealing region (i.e. zone 2, the laser excitation region) and pulse duration. The outer diameter of the annealing region is characterized after milling and etching process. It can be seen that the diameter value exhibit a decay with the increase of the pulse duration. Considering for example the 9.0 ps laser structuring, the diameter of the annealing region is measured to be about 680 nm, much smaller than that for 0.2 ps laser structuring (910 nm). Considering the size of local material annealing zone stays within the profile of the laser excitation, the results presented in Fig. 5(b) also provide supports for the above explanation to some extent. The 1.5 ps pulse will provide a more favorable conversion of energy into mechanical forms, affecting the void, while the annealing region seems consistent with the intensity transverse spatial profile thresholded by a material dependent value. Here we need to note that, even if the annealing region can be well restricted though increasing the pulse duration, the minimum diameter still has a value larger than 500 nm.

Figure 5(c) presents the experiment results of the stress induced fracture (characterized after milling and etching process). Similar to that in Fig. 5(a), there is no simple linear relationship between the diameter of cracked region and the pulse duration. In the range of 0.2 ps to 1.5 ps, the diameter increases with the increase of pulse duration, and reaches maximum of about 2500 nm at 1.5 ps. When the pulse duration is further increased to be above 1.5 ps, the diameter of the stress affected zone decreases. We note then the correlation between the void and the stress range evolution. These experimental results reflect that the mechanical stress induced fracture is also sensitive to the pulse duration, and the density of the deposited laser energy should be the main reason. Here we would like to note that, the diameter value at pulse duration of 0.2 ps and 9.0 ps are equal to that of the outer diameter of the annealing region, this means there is no crack formation under the corresponding laser structuring condition, with perhaps a decrease in the local stress considering the size of the corresponding void. Based on the results above, aiming to suppress the crack formation during laser structuring, the shortest or relatively long temporal duration laser seem more efficient in avoiding excessive density of the deposited energy. This indicates on one hand that shortest pulse regulates nonlinearly the energy concentration to minimize heat excitations, as seen also for the longer pulse value where only the intensity-dependent nonlinear excitation cross-section drops significantly. A second factor can be related to the rapid establishment of a low viscosity layer around, damping efficiently the evolving stress fields.

![Figure 4](image-url)
4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, multiple morphological characterization aspects of the material responses on the surface and sub-surface regions triggered during laser structuring were performed under the assistance of ion beam milling and HF acid etching. According to the difference in morphological characteristics, the laser modified region beneath surface was divided into three zones with radial geometries, cavitation region, local annealing region, and crack formation region, respectively, while liquid domains were observed on the surface. The crack formation region had a typical lateral size on the micrometer order, meanwhile the void lateral size was on ~100 nm order, surrounded by a narrow annealing ring-like region. Based on their extended action range, the laser induced local annealing and mechanical stress were considered the crucial factors restricting the laser structuring resolution. Their influence is mainly manifested by enhancing distance-dependent cooperative material effects and not by obstacles to the laser light. The peak intensity and pulse duration were demonstrated to be able to regulate the material responses, including local annealing and residual stress. Interestingly, the local annealing and mechanical stress exhibited different reaction behaviors with respect to pulse duration, emphasizing volume nonlinear effects triggering a delicate balance of mechanical and thermal effects. For restricting the influences of local annealing and mechanical stress during laser structuring outside the excitation region, it seems better to utilize the laser with either short or relatively long temporal duration.
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